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From Reader Review Song of the Unicorns for online ebook

Eris says

this series is awasom

Hannah says

This book was CHAOTIC. Most of the pages were filled with honks, screeches, and yelps from the young
unicorns that the mages rescued. Monsters attacked from every angle, several new characters were
introduced, and the girls learned of a new quest. It was a pretty average book, and the writing wasn’t all that
great.

Cameron says

Great book so far! I love Adriane's character, I feel bad for Stormbringer... but Dreamer's cool too I guess...
Also Kara is soooo gullible! Foolish is more like it!

Margret says

Not as good as the others. It felt like a filler.

Aida says

This one was so cute! Who doesn't like baby unicorns?!

Annemarie says

this book is a little more fun than the others.i love the little unicorns,they`r sooo cute!:)

Gabby says

Great book, I love Sierra, and the unicorns, especially Pollo, he was adorable as all heck, and this book was
awesome.



Michelle says

Appropriate for: age 11+
You will like this book if you like: My Little Pony, unicorns, magic

This book was geared for a younger audience, but I still enjoyed it a lot. I've read some books for kids that
are just way too dumbed down. The first 10 pages had me intrigued, which is always important. The first part
of the book spent a long time with back story, but since I had never read any of the previous books, I needed
it.

Alice &#x1f4da; says

5/5 ?

Taylor says

I read these when I was younger but I would still read them now. They have enough magic in them to
entertain anybody.

Karen says

It seemed like it took awhile for it get started,getting to the excitement or drama. I got annoyed reading the
word Tweek for an animal name. I did enjoy Emily's character and Kara's too. I also liked the ferret's
character. I don't like the name Prince Pollo,you know Pollo means Chicken in spanish. Not sensible for this
story. This is wrongfully said,"Join the team twighead". Not a good word for a sweet unicorn story. So far
not liking these words,Twig,Tweek,Gwigg. Reading these words too much kept distracting me from the
story. Loved the message of the story and how they talk about working as a team and believing. It was a
good story of friendship and bonding with the people who care about you. Not one of my favorite unicorn
stories but at least it sent a good message out.

Jennifer Datus says

The gruop is going on a trip to New Macigo. To visit emlys father. While they are there they will find a
school of Unicorns will all of them you have to read to find out.

boots mama says

now this is the kind of cover i like



Angela says

The first of the formerly-called Quest for Magic arc, this is the beginning of a new chapter in the Avalon
series.

Song of the Unicorns is an Emily-centered book that introduces the girls to new adventures and villains while
revisiting old friends along the way.

What I like about this book is that we get some more background on the magical world in general - more
creatures, "wild" magic, mage levels and such - and we are essentially left with the promise of more to come.

The girls now have to go on a "quest" to recover something lost from Avalon, hence the original arc title. I
couldn't tell if this new adventure was just a way to continue the story, as the premise behind it didn't seem at
all original, but I see that the characters are still growing. The series still has a message about friendship and
the magic that comes with working together with and caring for animals, so I have no qualms with the series
continuing for the reasons given in the book.

Also, just as I noted in the 4th book regarding Emily's storyline with her mom, I appreciate the story with her
dad and stepmother in this book. It is a personal thing that I think some kids can relate to; I speak from
experience.

Ayano says

Amazing book, and I loved it!

Dots says

Read these when I was a kid and looooveeeed them. :D
Glad I found them again.

Phantom says

Emily

M Reynolds says

Not as good as the others. It felt like a filler.



Twyla says

my favorite part was when the unicorns interupted the saong she ll be coming round the mountain and made
it sound funny. the worst part was when the magic was wild because it was mean. My favorite character was
ozzie he was funny. the worst character was the dark soureress.

Alexis says

Pretty good so far read 1-6 and they were pretty good.


